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1. SCOPE 

Section 41!6 
Issue No. 1 
April 1964 

1.1 This section provides REA borrowers, consulting engineers, contractors and other interested parties 
with technical. information for use in the design and construction of REA. borrowers' telephone 

systems. It discusses in particular the design of 2-wire voice frequency trunk plant intended for toll 
connecting and EAS applications, as wel~ as other special low loss applications, using D-66 loading and 
E-6 ~ negative resistance voice frequency repeaters with the most economical cable gauge selection. 

1,2 This section does not include information on the application to open wire voice frequency trunk 
plant or to E-6 type repeaters in intermediate locations. REA TE & CM-444, "Negative Resistance 

and Negative Impedance Voice Frequency Repeaters and Voice Frequency Repeatered Trunks," discusses these 
applications and reference should be made to that section. This section al.so does. not provide information 
on trunk applications on a 4-wire voice frequency basis. At this time, the additional cost inherent with 4-
wire voice circuits, despite the utilization of the finer gauge cables 'Which is possible, generally does 
not al.low their usage on an economical. basis. From the transmission standpoint, facilities, electronic 
equiP.Jllent and techniques exist which allow all normal transmission objectives to be met more economically 
on the basis of 2-wire operation. 

1,3 Because the transmission design herein al.lows substantial circuit lengths to be ~reated adequately 
on a 2-wire basis from both the economic and normal transmission objective standpoints, it will be 

very difficult to justify 4-wire voice circuits on~ construction. On existing systems, this may not 
be the case. There, poor return loss characteristics due to mixed gauges, irregular spacing, older type 
distribution wires and other earlier practices may not permit present transmission objectives to be met 
on a 2-wire basis. In such instances, consideration IID.lst be given to operating the circuits _on a 4-wire 
voice frequency basis or by means of cable carrier and carrier frequency repeaters or to make the neces
sary changes and provide improvement to the plant which will allow the 2-wire design intended herein to 
be used. Whichever solution is the more e.conomical initially and for the future should be utilized. 
Improving the performance of the existing plant so that 2-wire voice frequency operation can be retained 
is further discussed in other paragraphs herein, 

1.4 The factors 'Which make it possible to utilize the finer gauge conductors, thus making the design 
herein economical and which also make it possible to meet all transmission objectives, are the use 

of D-66 loading and the E-6 type negative resistance repeaters. The D-66 loading is capable of high struc
tural return loss performance. 'As discussed in REA TE & CM-444, a mininrum value of 25 db single frequency 
structural. return loss.and 32 db in the echo range is obtained. High values of structural return loss 
coupled with the inherent higher gain capability of the E-6 type repeater make it possible to serve the 
shorter distances with the finer gauge cables while very long distances can be served with cables no 
coarser than 19 gauge. For example, for toll connecting applications using repeatered 24-gauge cable 
D-66 loaded, it is possible to serve distances of up to 8.5 miles 'While repeatered 19-gauge cable, D-66 
loaded can be used up to 4o miles in length. Because D-66 loaded cables are capable of imparting high 
return loss performance, there is no need from the transmission standpoint for the more expensive low 
capacitance type cable (0.062 or .066 microfarads per mile, also known as toll grade). All normal trans
mission requirements can be met solely on the basis of exchange type cable, of .o83 ! 0.004 microfarads 
per mile as set forth in the REA PE cable specifications. 
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2. TRANSMISS ;toN 0BJll:CTIVES AND ~UIRJH:NTS 

2 .1 The transmission parameters which are generally' of interest in toll connecting, EAS and other special 
trunk applications which the 2-wire design discussed herein takes into consideration are as follows: 

. 2,ll Repeatered or Net Circuit Loss at 1000 cps 
2,12 Circuit Frequency Response relative to 1000 cps 
2. 13 Stability 
2,14 Echo Return Loss 
2.15 Singing Point 
2.16 Noise 

The transmission objectives and requirements applicable to the above parallleters an4 met in the 2-
wire design herein are discussed in paragraphs 2,2 to 2.7 below: 

2,2 Repeatered or Net Circuit Loss at 1000 cps 
I 

·2.21 A net circuit loss of VNL+2 db for toll connecting trunks in-accordance with the objectives in the 
AT & T Company's "Notes on-Distance Dialing" 1961 and 4 db at 1000 cps for direct EAS trunks, 

2,3 Circuit Frequency Response 

2.31 ·A net circuit loss of.:!: 1 db at 2000 cps and+ 1 to -3 db at 3000 cps, relative to the 1000 cps 
loss, as contained in the REA. Form· 397a, "Performance Requirements for Voice Frequency Repeaters 

and Voice Frequency Repeatered Trunks,."· 

2.4 Circuit Stability 

2,41 Unconditional. cil'.Cuit stability, without the use of idle line circuit terminations or other repeater 
disabling means, when the repeatered circuit terminal. ends are tested under the condition of open-. 

open, short-short, open-short, short-open terminations.· This requirement applies equally well to toll 
connecting and EAS trunks. 

2,5 Echo Return Loss 

2,51 An echo return loss of at least 18 db on toll connecting trunks measured at the Class-4.(Toll Center) 
off'lce toward the Class-5 off:f,ce (End Office), using the W. E. Co. 201.B Noise Generator and 3A Noise 

Measuring Set or equiyal.ent, C-message weighted, between 900 ohm and 2 mic~farad terminations as per 
requirements in the AT & T Company Blue Book, "Notes on Distance Dialing" 1961. There is no comparable 
requirement on EAS trunks. However, where the design herein is used for both .toll and EAS trunks, the EAS 
trimks are capable of meeting the same return loss performance. · 

2.6 Singing Point 

2.61 A siµging point of at least 10 db at any frequency between 300 to 3000 cps on toll connecting trunks 
measured at the Class-4 office toward the Class-5 office using a 1'1.E. Co. type 2D Singing Point 

Test Set or equivalent as per the requirements in the AT & T Company's Blue Book, "Notes on Distant;?e 
Dialing," 1961. There is no c;iomparable· requirement on the EAS trunks, However, where the design herein 
is used for both toll and EAS trunks, the EAS trunks are . capable of meeting the same singing point performance. 

2,7 Noise 

2,7l Circuit noise is an additional. consideration. Noise is controlled by proper repeater design, installa-
tion and alignment practices, correct cable design and installation procedures, and proper inductive 

coordination practices. For this reason, noise is not directly associated with the type of loading system 
or type of repeater used. Nevertheless, where the ·system has been designed in accordance with practices 
covered in other sections of.the Manual, noise levels of 20 dbrn-C or lower can be expected as maximum 
values· •. In connection with buried plants, noise levels of as low as O and even -10 dbrn-C have been measured 
:f,IYactual. operating systems in REA. borrowers' projects. ' 

2,8 Figures 1 to 9 herein are direct measurements in the field on REA borrowers' systems and in the labo-
ratory and are typical of the resulting transmission performance when using D-66 loading and E-6 

type negative resistance repeaters on a 2-wire basis. It should be noted that the higher frequency performance 
of the artificial. loaded lines is not as good as that possible when using the actual cables. 

3. APPLICATION AND USE OF Tlm: DESIGN CHARTS 

3.1 Information has been prepared and shown in Chart;, I-III herein for designing 2-wire trunk plant using 
the simplified method of this section. For a given circuit length the charts show the corresponding 
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available repeater gain which meets the required transmission objectives. Both toll connecting and direct 
Ei\B trunk applications are shown. It is only necessary that the circuit length be known for the cable 
gauge under consideration; the Chart furnishes the repeater gain which can be used for this length and 
gauge. Conversely, for a given transmission objective in either toll or EAB trunk application, the most 
economical gauge can be selected. 

3.2 Design Charts I-III apply to trunk circuits which are derived entirely on a voice frequency basis 
or which are voice frequency extensions from radio nrultiplex or carrier equipment. The design 

applies to one uniform gauge only, to one type of loading system, D-66; that is, 24-D-66 only, 22-D-66 
only, 19-D-66 only. Design Charts I-III do not apply to the following situations, though the requirements 
of paragraphs 3,31 to 3.33 below are met: 

3.21 Mixed gauge cables D-66 loaded 
3.22 Compensated D-66/H-88 loaded cables using the junction impedance compensator 
3.23 Loading systems other than D-66 
3.24 Intemediate repeater applications 

Where the situations of paragraphs 3.21 to 3.24 above arise, the design procedures in REA TE & CM-444 
should be used. 

3.3 In new construction, the following requirements nmst be met by the D-66 loaded outside plant 
facilities in order that the design Charts shown herein can be used. 

3.31 The outside plant is designed, staked and constructed to meet the D-66 load spacing requirements 
of paragraph 3. 04 or 3. 05, REA TE & CM-4 31, "Voice Frequency Loading for Trunk Cables." 

3.32 The cable meets the nrutual capacitance requirements of .083 + .004 microfarads per mile average, in 
the REA PE cable specifications. -

3.33 The 66 mh loading coils meet the requirements in REA PE-26 loading ~oil specification. 

3.34 The structural return loss and facility loss of the outside plant has been measured and meets the 
requirements set forth in REA TE & CM-445, "How to Make Structural Return Loss Measurements," and 

REA TE & CM-408, "Facility Requirements for Voice Frequency Repeatered Trunks," respectively. 

Paragraphs 3.4 below discusses the procedure to be followed in existing plant for those cases 
where it may not be possible to meet the requirements of paragraphs 3.31 to 3,33 above. 

3.4 In existing plant where both the distance and the gauge are fixed, the above design, if it could be 
made possible to apply, would enable the trunks to meet improved transmission objectives and operate 

at presently required values of net loss, frequency response, echo return loss, and singing point. In 
other instances, special applications may be involved requiring low loss (2 db net loss) operation of the 
circuits, such as for example, tandem EAB with a connecting company where the over-all loss of both links 
cannot exceed 4 db. The addition of a second cable, for example, in order to add to tqe existing cable 
pairs and convert the circuits to 4-wire operation may mean not only the added investment in cable costs 
but the elimination of the existing central office trunk equipment as being no longer suitable. Further, 
while the 4-wire solution, if used, will malre it possible to operate the circuits at a lower net loss, it 
will not improve circuit frequency response characteristics since presumably the type of loading system 
will remain the same. 

3.41 The procedure discussed below may be found considerably more economical than any proposed 4-wire 
voice or cable carrier solution· and therefore its use should be given careful consideration when 

planning transmission improvement programs for existing systems: 

3,411 Measure the nmtual capacitance of the cable pairs intended for trunlc operation. Use the measuring 
procedure and test equipment contained in 'l'S-1, "Test:l,ng Standards," 1964. 

3,412 Lo.y out a new load spacing system as follows: If the measured capacitance of the pairs does not 
exceed .083 + .oo4 microfarads average per mile, locate the loading points at 4500 foot intervals 

using 66 millihenry loading coils and meeting the load spacing deviation requirements in REA TE & Cl4-431, 
paragraphs 3.04 or 3.05. 

3.413 If the measured average capacitance of the pairs is higher than .083 + .004 microfarad.s, per 
mile, locate the loading points at 0,071 microfarad intervals, using b6 mh loadirl{s coils. (It is 

ultimately the capacitance which is the important consideration; not the physical length.) 

3,414 Measure the structural return loss and facility loss of the completed plant as per paragraph 3.34. 
A value of structural return loss of 25 db mininrum (worst value at single critical frequency in 

a 300 to 3000 cps band) should be obtained. 
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3.5 How to Use Charts I-III 

3.51 Charts I-III can be used to fin9, the 9-in which the repeater sbou1d be set tor (gain - unit gain) 
to meet the transmission requirement tor the particular type Qt service once the distance and re

peater location(s) is kn.ow. More important, howeve_rJ_ :l,:t; _c~n_be used in reversoa. ..That-is., -When-the-Mi3-
tarr~ offices -is known, fo select trom the charts the minimum gauge and m1n1mum m.unber ot repe~ters 
that will meet the objective. The examples discussed below are illustrative on bow to use the Charts. 

3.5U_ Assume that toll connecting trunks are to be provided between two offices 4,5-miles apart. There 
:ls no EAS between the same two offices. Wba.t is the most economioaJ. gauge which should be selected 

to meet transmission objective? 

Ans.: Reference to Chart I for 24-gauge D-66 loaded, indicates that a length of "Up to ·6.6 miles 
(35 KF) can be used with this gauge and meet VNL+2 transmission objectives using an E-6 

type repeater at the Class-5 office, Therefore, the 4,5 miles required can be 24-gauge. Follow the 4,5 
mile (23.8 KF) on the horizontal sea.le of.Cha.rt I, until it intersects the curve of interest (VNL+2 db, 
One term. E-6 at C-5 only, in this example). Refer this point to the vertical scale which gives 4.8 db 
gain - unit gain,l Setting the repeater for this gain will result in a circuit operating at VNL+2 db for 
the circuit length and no other transmission computations are necessary. 

3.512 Assume that an existing toll connecting group of trunks has been redesigned using the criteria of 
. paragraph 3. 4 due to upgrading reasons. The existing toll trunlcs are 7. 6 miles of 22-gauge cable. 

What is the repeater gain which can be used? 

Ans.: Enter Chart II for 22-gauge D-66 at 7.6 miles (40.l KF) on the horizontal scale. The 
point of intersection between 4o,l KF and the ·11VNL+2 db,_ One Term. E-6 Repeater" curve is 

read on the vertical scale. This gives 4.7 db gain-unit gain. By setting the E-6.repeater for this gain 
at the Class-5 office the circuit net loss will be VNL+2 db for that length, · 

3,513 Assume a toll connecting trunk is to be operated. as a voice frequency extension off W.E. Co. 
"ON2" carrier. The length of the v.f. portion is 12,l miles. What is the minimum gauge which 

can be used? 

Ans.: Referep.ce to Chart II for 22-gauge, D-66 loaded, indicates that VNL+2 objectives can be met 
up to 78 ICF (14,8 miles) if the carrier can be set_ to operate at a net gain of 3 db for its 

portion. Therefore the 12,l miles required can be 22-gauge. Enter the 12,l miles (64 KF) ~n ·the horizoxi:=
tal sea.le of Table II until it intersects the ''VNL+2, One Term. E-6 at C-5, second E-6 at T.C." curve. 
Read this point on the vertical scale of the curve. This is 5.5 db. Thus, by operating the E-6 repeater 
at the C-5 office at 5.5 db gain-unit gain with the carrier at a net gain of 3 db for its portion VNL+2 
objectives are met. If, for valid reasons, it is not possible to operate the carrier portion at a 3 db 
net gain some of this additional gain required can be made up in the E-6 repeat~r at the C-5 office. 
That is, gains can be transferred. In this particular instance the E-6 can be operated at 5. 5+2 = 7. 5 db 
gain, and the carrier at 3-2 = 1 db gain, The total gain, it should be noted, remains the same at 8.5 db 
(5.5+3.o = 8.5 db, or 7,5 + 1,0 = 8.5 db) and the limitation on bow much gain to transfer to the E-6 
repeater is controlled by crosstalk. A gain of 7,5 db for the terminal E-6 must therefore not be exceeded 
for reasons of crosstalk, · 

3.514 Assume that EAS service is to be provided between two towns 9.5 miles-apart via direct trunks and 
that the construction is new. How can this be best accomplished? 

Ans.: Reference to Cha.rt II for 50 KF of 22-gauge D-66 indicates that one E-6 terminal repeater 
set at 4.9 db gain will produce a 4 db net loss circuit. Reference to Chart I for 24-gauge 

D-66 indicates that two E-6 repeaters, one at each office location, set for 5.2 db gain each will also 
result in a 4 db netcircuit loss •. Therefore, if there are no other local factors. which"""conrlict, the 24-
gauge solution with two repeaters will be more economical, 

3. 515 There is both toll connecting VNL+2 trunll'.S and direct FAS trunks be_tween two offices 10. 6 miles 
apart and the construction is new. How can the transmission be provided? 

Ans. : Reference to Chart II for 56 !CF of 22-gauge, D-66 loaded indicates that this gauge will 
meet both toll and EAS requirements. The toll connecting trunlc repeaters at the C-5 office 

set for a 7.0 db gain will result in a VNL+2 db net circuit loss while the EAS trunks need only to be set 
at 5.8 db to meet the 4 db circuit net loss requirement. From the standpoint of avoiding transmissi_on 
contrasts, the EAS repeaters can also be set for 7.0 db gain-unit gain. For maintenance reasons, both 
EAS and toll repeaters should be located at the C-5 office for ease of maintenance. 

IRefer to REA TE & CM-444, paragraph 6.03. 
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3.516 There are toll connecting trunks to a connecting company's office and tandem EAS trunks through that 
office. The connecting company's transmission objective for the tandem EAS is such that each link 

should not exceed 2 db in order that the overall circuit not exceed 4 db switch-to-switch, The distance 
is 10,0 miles and construction is new. Find the most economical gauge whicl1 will meet the 2 db requirement. 

Ans.: Reference to Chart II for 53 KF of 22-gauge, D-66 loaded indicates that VNL+2 db on the toll 
trunks for this length can be met by setting the E-6 repeater at the C-5 office for 6.6 db. 

This will result in a net circuit loss of 2.1~ + 0.04 x 10 = 2.8 db. Reference to Chart V (discussed in 
paragraph 5 below) curve 22-D-66, one terminal E-6 indicates that 53 l<F of 22-D-66 cannot be operated at a 
a 2 db net loss. The two terminal repeater, however, shows that the 2 db can be met rather easily, with 
as low as o.8 db net loss being possible, Therefore, the special, low loss, EAS objectives can be met for 
this application on a 2-wire basis by using two terminal E-6 repeaters. 

3.517 There is both toll connecting and direct EAS trunk service between two towns 16.7 miles apart and 
the construction iG new. How can transmission be provided? 

Ans.: Reference to Chart II indicates that for a length of 16. 7 miles (88 KF) VNL+2 objectives 
with 22-gau1;e cannot be met but EAS objectives could be met by using two terminal E-6 

repeaters set for 5,5 db gain-unit gain each. Because toll trunk transmission is controlling the 19 
gauge is used. Reference to Chart III for 19-gauge, D-66 loaded, indicc.tes that for 88 KF and one termi
nal E-6 repeater at the C-5 office a repeater gain of 5.3 db will result in the circuit meeting VNL+2. A 
15ain of 4.1~ db for one terminal E-6 repeater at either office (C-5 for ease of maintenance) will result 
in a net circuit lens of !1. db. 

3.6 Basis of Computation for Deriving Charts 

3.61 The computations uccd to derive Charts I-V herein are based on the following: 

3.611 Single critical frequency structural return loss of 25 db in a 300 to 3000 cps band. 

3 ,. 612 Central office loGscs of O. 5 db at each terminal end. 

3,613 E-6 repeater LBO loss of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 respectively for 19, 22 and 24-D-66 loaded cables. 

3.614 No BOR loss for 19 and 22 gauge, D-66 loaded cables. 

3. 615 BOR loss of O. 21:. db per kilofoot for 24-D-66 only, with a total of 2 KF used per repeater location. 
(Assumes 0.5 cehlc end section) 

3. 616 Terminal E-6 repci:i:ters at Class-5 offices do not exceed a 7. 5 db gain-unit gain from crosstalk 
considerationc. (The return loss allows higher repeater gain but crosstalk is controlling) 

3.617 The computation :i.i1·ocedures have been carried out in accordance with RE.I\. TE /}, CM-41~4 using the 
stability dcrcd:;n r.1e:-chod. 

3.62 Where office loccec are somewhat greater than the 0.5 db assumed (for example, a toll center COL 
may well be 0.7 or 0.9 db) or where it becomes necessary to use IlOR on 22-gauge, or to remove the 

IlOR from the 24-gaui:;e such minor corrections (is in the order of+ 0,5 db) can be reflected by modifying 
the repeater gains in Charts I-V. 

3,7 Location of Repeaters at Toll Centers 

3,71 Generally, it becomes difficult for 2-wire toll connecting trunks to meet echo return loss objectives 
if the repeaters are located at the Class-1~ office ( toll center). This is due inherently to the poor 

match possible between the repeater image impedance and that of the cable plant and also because these 
irregularities are runplified directly (no intervening circuit loss) at the point of measurement. For tb!.s 
reason the AT & T Company Bluebook "Notes on Distance Dialing" 1961 recommends that "For terminal trunks on 
2-wire facilities, repeaters (V-type, E-type, etc.) should be located at the Class-5 office or intermediate 
point " · 

3,72 When the type of loading system used is D-66 and the type of repeater the E-6, it is entirely pos-
sible to place the repeater equipmen-!; at Class-4 office locations and still meet (and better) the 

echo return loss requirements in the AT & T Company Bluebook. This comes as a direct result of the better 
impedance match between the flatter impedance characteristics of the D-66 loading (approximately 900 ohms 
in series with 2 microfarads in the echo band) and the image impedance of the E-6 repeater which is 900 
ohms in series with 2 microfarads by design. Since the test termination specified in the AT & T Company 
Bluebook for the return loss measurement is also 900 oh!ns and 2 microfarads, the arrangement of an E-6 
repeater at the toll een .. er when operating over D-66 loaded cables, results in good echo return loss. To 
keep the return loss as high as possible the gain of the E-6 repeater at the toll center is kept to 3 db 
as a maximum. Also, .the first E-6 repeater is always placed at the Class-5 office; it is only the second 
E-6 repeater, where required, that is placed at the Class-4 office. '.·/here only one repeater is required 
to meet transmission objectives, it is always placed at the Class-5 office. 
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3,73 The inherent capability of the E-6 repeater for good echo return loss performance when used in 
conjunction with D-66 loading makes its use p~ssible at toll center locations is shown in Chart VI. 

The echo return loss shown is for the repeater ·gain-unit only (no LBO) in approximately one db ste_ps. 
For each additional db of repeater gain the echo return loss is reduced by approximately twice the repeater 
gain. For example, at 1 db repeater gain the echo return loss is 36 db while at 3.0 db gain it is 31 db. 
This 31 db echo return loss is still substantially higher than the 18 db overall required to be met by the 
AT & T Company Bluebook. It is for this reason that E-6 repeaters for 3.0 db gain can be used at toll 
center locations. · 

3, 74 For return loss considerations it is recommended that ·repeaters other than the E-6 type operating on 
loading systems other than D-66 be~ placed at the Class-5 office or at an intermediate 

location but never at the Class-4 office. 

4. LENGTH-COVERAGE CAPABil,lTY OF lliE 2-WIRE DESIGN 

4.1 The capability of the design discussed herein from the standpoint of maximum circuit length for each 
uniform gauge which meets the VNL+2 objectives for toll connecting trunks and 4 db for direct EAS 

trunks is shown in Charts I-IV for trunks in new construction and which the requirements of paragraph 3. 3 
above or existing circuits which have met the requirements of paragraph 3.4 above. 

4.2 VNL+2 Toll Connecting Trunks 

4,21 For circuits· entirely on a voice frequency ba~is, D-66 loaded and which have one terminal E-6 . 
repeater at the Class-5 office, or for circuits which are voice frequency extensions from radio multi

plex or carrier equipment which use an E-6 repeater at the Class-5 office ~ operate the carrier portion 
at an O db (zero db) net loss, the following distances can be served: 

Facility 

24-gauge 
22.:gauge 
19-gauge 

·rength 

up to 6.6 miles 
up to 10.6 miles 
up to 21,8 miles 

4.22 For ·circuits entirely on a voice frequency basis, D-66 loaded with one repeater at the Class-5 
office and with a second E-6 repeater at the Class-4 office providing 3 db fixed gain or for circuits 

,n1ich are voice frequency extensions from microwave or carrier equipment which use an E-6 repeater at the 
Class-5 office and operate the carrier portion at a net gain of 3 db the following distances can be s.erved: 

4.3 Direct EAS Trunks 

24-gauge 
22-gauge 
19-gauge 

up to 8.5 miles 
up to 14,8 miles 
up to 29.2 miles 

4.31 For circuits entirely on a voice frequency basis, D-66 lQaded, and 'Which have one terminal E-6 
repeater only located at either office, or for circuits which are voice frequency extensions from 

radio multiplex or carrier equipment which use an E-6 repeater at the Class-5 office and operate the carrier· 
portion at a O db (zero db) net loss~ the following distances can be served: 

24-gauge 
22-gauge 
19-gauge 

up to 7.8 miles 
up to 12,7 miles 
up to 24.1 miles 

4.32 For circuits entirely on a voice frequency basis, D-66 loaded and which have one terminal E-6 
repeater at each office location, the following distances can be served: 

24-gauge 
22-gauge 
19-gauge 

up to 13.3 miles 
up to 21,6 miles 
up to 40.7 miles 

4. j3. For circuits which are voice frequency extensions off radio multiplex or carrier equipment and 
which use one E-6 repeater at one office and 2 db of net gain from the carrier portion the following 

distances can be served: 

24-gauge 
22-gauge 
19-gauge 

up to 8.5 miles 
up to 14,8 miles 
up to 29,2 .miles 

Operating the carrier.equipment at a ne·b gain of 3 db allows distances greater ·than the· ones shown 
above to be used. · 
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5. ULTlMATE CIRCUIT TRAmMISSION CAPABILIT'.i 

5.1 The term "ultimate circuit transmission capability" is defined herein as the lowest possible net 
circuit loss at which the trunk can operate for nontoll connecting, special purpose apPlications on 

a 2-wire be.sis using D,,66 loading and E-6 repeaters and the "stability design" method of RFA TE & CM-444. 
Chart V r,ives the ultimate transmission infonnation at a glance. No transmission computations are required, 
It is only necessary that the circuit length and gauge be known, This is shown in the horizontal scale, 
For each particular gauge and number of repeaters the vertical scale gives the lowest possible net circuit 
_loss at wh:l.ch the circuit can operate. 

5.2 This information in Chart V will be found extremely useful for the following applications: 

5.21 ror systems interconnecting with other companies which fonn one link of a two-link tandem and are 
required to operate at 2 db net loss per link. 

5.22 For determining whether 4-wire voice or carrier operation of circuits must be considered due to 
low loss circuit requirements. 

5. 23 When improving existing EAS plant to meet the current 4 ··db direct trunk EAS objectives, 

5,24 To study maxi.mum number of switched l,inks which can be used and still meet overall transmission 
requirements • 

5.25 Other special low loss applications. 
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USE THIS SCALE FOR 4 DB DIRECT EAS TRUNKS ONLY FOR .Ql!! TERMiNAL REPEATER 
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CHART III 
E-6 REPEATER GAIN-CIRCUIT LE.GTH CAPABILITY 

TOLL CONNECTING VNL+2 TRUNKS AND 
DIRECT 4 DB EAS TRUNKS 

UNIFORM 19-GAUGE ONLY, D-66 LOADED ONLY 
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CHART rl 
LlMITING CIRCUIT LENGTHS WHICH MEE11 VNL + 2 OBJECTIVES JroR 'roLL 

CONNECTING TRUNKS AND FOR 4 DB DIRECT EAS TRUNKS 

E-6 6.63 MI. 24-D-66 H0 
C-5 <>-

NRCL • 10.0 db NCL = 2.6 db VNL + 2 = 2.6 db · 
TC 

.4 db 

C-5 8. MI, 24-D-66 HC 
NRCL = 13.3 db NCL = 2,7 db VNL + 2 = 2,7 db 

13, MI. 24-D-66 HC 
db NCL = .O db EAS OBJECT, = ,0 db 

E-6 
10.6 MI. 22-D-66 HC C-5 TC 

7,0 db NRCL = 9.8 db NCL = 2.8 db VNL + 2 = 2,8 db 

E-6 
14.8 MI. 22-D-66 HC 

_9-5 NRCL = 13,5 db NCL = 3.0 db VNL + 2 = 3,0 db 
7~_db 

E-6 
21.6 MI. 22-D-66 HC 

NRCL = 1 .9 db NCL = , 0 db EAS OBJECT. = db 
7,5 db 7,5 db 

E-6 21,8 MI. 19-D-66 HC 
C-5 TC 

7,5 db 
NRCL = 10,7 db NCL = 3,3 db VNL + 2 = 3,3 db 

NRCL = 14,1 db UCL= 3,6 db VNt + 2 111 3,6 db 

NRCL = 19 db NCL = , 0 db EAS OBJECT. = · db 
7,5 db 

TC 

EAS 

TC 

C-5 

TC 

c .. 5 

11 
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. 24-D-66 ONLY 
ONE TEIK; E-6 

24-D-66 
'lWO TEIK. E-6 •s_ 

h·,, 

-
4o 50 6o 70 

' 19-D-66. ONLY 
ONE TEEM. E-6 

CHART V 
ULTJMA!m TRADfISSIDN CAPABIL:rn" . 

SPECIAL $ERVICE, NON-TOLL CONNECTmG THmI<S i 
2-WIRE, UNIFOIM GAUGE, D-66 LQADING . 

Am> E-6 NOOATIVE RESISTANCE~ I 
BOW TO USE CHART 

A. ENTER BORIZ. SCALE THE DO. OF KF CK!r. LF!ffl1m. 

B. AT m IN1:ERSJOOTlDN OF 'lm: RF WITH 'lm: CURVE FOR (WJGE 
Am> NO. OF REPS. RIW> ULTDfA!m NET CRT. LOSS IN VERTIC'AL 
SCALE ( CALL mIS NCL). . 

C. TO~ WHAT GAIN-UNIT-GA.IN TO SET REPEATER: 
a) Compute attenuation far that particular ___pige and 

1ength desired (REA. m & CM-444, Ta.b1e IQ. Call tbis 
"L" db. 

b) E-6 repeater ~-unit-gain ("GUG") in db required to 
produce NCI. in · (a) above is: 

GA.~ ONE E-6 !WO E-6 1S {GUG PER E-6) 

19 [GUG = (Lf-1.3) -NCL] GUG = [(Lt-1.6) -NCL_) /2 

I 

' 

22 (puG = (L+L4) -NCL] GUG = (rLt-1.8) -NCL] /2 

24 moo = (Lt2.o> -NCLJ GUG = RLt-3.0> -NCLJ 12 t 

22-D-66 ONLY 
'lWO TEIK. E-6•S 

8o 90 100 llO l.20 

cmcurr LEIDm - KILOFBr 
130 l.40 150 

19-D-6b 
'!WO TEIM. E-6 •s 

l.bO 170 180 



CHART VI 
E-6 REPEATER GA:rn UNIT-ECHO RETURN LOSS c:RARA.CTERISTICS 

W .E, CO. 
· 201B NGISE · GENERATOR1--

HY.BRIO 

W .E. CO. 
3A NOISE MEASURING SET1 

REPEATER GAIN STEP-DB 

1 
2.1 
3.0 
4.o 
5.1 
6.o 
7.0 
8.o 
9.0 

10.0 

E-6 
GA.IlJ'-UNIT 

0..tL. 

ECHO RETURN LOSS-DB 

36 
34.5 
31 
28.5 
25.5 
23 
20 
17.5 
14.5 
10.5 

NOTE: 1 Input power to repeater approx:Lmatei.y 90 dbrn-c 
for repeater gain steps 1 to 6 db. 80 dbrn-c 
for 7 to 10 db gain steps. 
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FIGOBE 1 
ARTIFICIAL LOADED LINES 

NET LOSS, EREQUENCY RESPONSE, 
ERL AND SP cmCOIT CHARACTERISTICS , 

WHICH MEET ALL OODR ~ HEREm. 
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FREQTJENCI - xc/s · 
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FIGURE 2 
ARTIFICIAL LOADED LINES 

NET LOSS, FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 
ERL AND SP CIBCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 

WHICH MEET ALL OTHER R~UIREMENTS HEREIN. 

(900+2) 
(900+2) 

1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 
FREQUENCY - KC/S 

29 db 
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FIGURE 3 
ARTIFICIAL LOADED LINES 

NET LOSS., FREQUENCY RESPONSE., 
:m.L•AND SP cmCUIT CHARACT:ERISTICS 

WHICH MEET ALL O'JlIER R.mUIR]MENTS · HEREm. 
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FIGURE 4 
ARTIFIC.J:AL LOADED LINES 

NET LOSS, FREQUENct RESPONSE, 
ERL AND SP cmCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 

WHICH MEET ALL OTHER R~ HEREIN. 
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. FIGURE 5 
ARTIFICIAL LOADED LINES 

NET LOSS, ~UENCY RESPONSE, 
ERL AND 3P CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS 

WHICH MEET ALL OTHER REQ'UlIDMENTS HEREIN. 

ERL (900+2) = 33.5 db 
SP (900+2) = l8 db 
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NON-REPE.ATERED AND :REPEATER.ED CIRCUIT 
:FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 

PROJ. DESIGN. Mich. 529A TYPE· SERV .e; EAS, Other 
TRUNK GROUP Rockland TO Iron Mo cain 
MEASURING BE'.ruEE:N"Rockland TO Bruce Crossing 
SEND LOC. B:mce Cr. SEND LEV. DBM 
TRUNK NOS._j__&_j__PAIR NOS._LOC. A.3B_~• B..38-
.MEASURED PER TEST EQUIP.ME:NT, CALIBRATION AND MEASURE
MENT PROCEDURE IN REA FORM 397a, PART II, PARS. 4-7 
WEATHER Elii r TEMP. . 62 °F GD., °F AIR 

FIGURE 6 
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NON-BEPEATERED AND BEPEATERED cmcur.r 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 

PROJ. DESIGN. Mich. 529A TYPE SERV -~ 
TRUNK GROUP Rockland TO Ontonagon 
MEASURmG BETWEEN Rockland~ . TO Ontonagon 
SEND LOC. Roc1'".J.and SEND lli'l. 0 -DBM 
TRUNK NOS.~&......3,__PAm NOO._LOC. A ... :,i_I.JJC. B..:z:5.3.. 
MEASURED PER TEST EQUI;PMENT, CALIBRATION AND MEASURE
MENT PROCEDURE m REA FORM 397a, PART II, PARS. 4-7 
WEATHER Fa1r ~• ... 62 °F _ GD., °F Am 

FIGURE 7 
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NON-BEPE.ATERED AND REPEATERED cmcuIT 

:FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS ·--

PROJ. DESIGN. Mich. 529A TYPE SERV.Toll, EAS, . e 
TRUNK GROUP Rockland TO Rocle. (yia Br. Gros~ 
MEASURING BETWEEN UockJ ana TO Rockland 
SEND LOG. Rockland SEND LEV. O DBM 
TRUNK NOS.-=-&-=--PAm NOS._LOC. A • ..J.l..LOC. B~ 
MEASURED PER TEST EQUIPMENT, CALIBRATION AND ME}ASURE
MENT PROCEDURE IN REA FORM 397a, PART II, PARS. 4-7 
WEATHER fy.ir TEMP.. 62°F GD., Op AIR 

FIGURE 8 
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NON-BEPE.ATERED AND BEPEATERED cmCUIT 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 

PROJ. DESIGN. Mich. 52'-=tA TYPE SERV kili EAS, Other 
TRUNK GROUP ontonagon TO Iron M 
MEASURmG BETWEEN Ontonagon TO Bruce Crossing 
SfflD LOC. Ontonagon S~ IEv. 0 DBM 
TRONK NOS. l · & 1 PAm NOS. roe. A. 1 roe. B_.l_ 
MEASURED ·PER TEST EQUUME:NT, CALIBRATION AND MEASURE
MENT PROCEOOBE m REA FORM 3~7a, PART II, PARS. 4-7 
WEATHER Fair TEMP.. ·OF GD., 70 OF Am 

FIGURE 9 
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